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INTRODUCTION: The striatum modulates dis-
tinct characteristics of human social behavior
and is an area affected in many neurological
diseases. We created a comprehensive single-
cell atlas of this area during early human fetal
development, considering both protein-coding
transcripts and long intergenic noncoding
RNAs (lincRNAs).

RATIONALE: Understanding of the molecular
mechanisms that define human striatal devel-
opment has been limited by the scarcity of re-

levant fetal tissue and the use of only a limited
panel of protein-coding genes in most gene
identification studies. We created a cell-specific
molecular atlas of the lateral ganglionic emi-
nence (LGE), the striatal primordium. Our first
goal was to develop a catalog of de novo iden-
tified lincRNAs of this area using bulk RNA
sequencing. This catalog should help to clarify
the specific characteristics of human develop-
ment because lincRNAs exhibit accelerated
evolution, are highly cell-specific, and are re-
quired for brain development. Our second goal

was to understand how the medium spiny
neurons (MSNs), the principal cell types in the
striatum, differentiate and diversify, and which
genes act as master regulators of fate determi-
nation.MSNsdiversify intoD1 andD2 types, so
named for their expression of one of the two
variants of the human dopamine receptor (D1
andD2).Weused single-cell RNA sequencing to
infer the developmental landscape of MSNs
and to define and validate fate markers.

RESULTS: Bulk RNA sequencing enabled the
annotation of 1116 novel lincRNAs of different
areas of the human developing telencephalon,
and we found that these lincRNAs are less con-
served among species than those previously
identified in the adult brain. Bulk measure-
ments enabled us to pinpoint the distinctive
signature of the striatum relative to surround-
ing areas, and we determined that huntingtin
(HTT) is a specific upstream regulator of this
region. We then profiled 96,789 single cells of
the LGE, based on both coding RNAs and the
newly identified lincRNAs. This enabled us to
uncover the transcriptional profiles of 15 dif-
ferent cell states that included lincRNAs that
were gained throughout evolution. We found
that a common progenitor generates both D1-
and D2-MSNs and that this progenitor is
distinct from the progenitor of interneurons.
We also discovered a postmitotic precursor
cell state for bothD1- andD2-MSNs, which falls
within a continuum of key fate determinants.
Finally, we identified a panel of gene regula-
tory networks that define D1- and D2-MSNs,
and we showed that in silico knockout of the
transcription factors governing these networks
could cause the arrest of both MSN lineages,
blockage of a specific MSN class, or switching
between MSN fates.

CONCLUSION: Our findings reveal the differen-
tiation hierarchies that govern human striatal
development. We anticipate that the set of
transcription factors and lincRNAs identified
in this study will be leveraged to recreateMSN
differentiation in vitro and that these cells can
then be used for cell replacement therapies in
Huntington’s disease (HD). Furthermore, we
expect that this atlas will guide investigations
of the developmental components related toHD.
Finally, we foresee that our lincRNA catalog will
contribute to understanding the additional layer
of fine-tuningmechanismspresent in thehuman
striatum but not in other species.▪
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The molecular blueprint of striatal development. Combined bulk and single-cell RNA sequencing of the
human fetal striatum reveals cell states together with their key coding and lincRNA fate determinants, and
defines the developmental hierarchies underlying lineage commitment in medium spiny neurons. CX,
neocortex; LGE, lateral ganglionic eminence; MGE, medial ganglionic eminence.IL
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of the developing human fetal striatum
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Claudio Cappadona1,2‡, Tiziana Lischetti1,2, Maura Galimberti1,2, Valeria Ranzani2,
Raoul J. P. Bonnal2§, Marco De Simone2¶, Grazisa Rossetti2§, Xiaoling He3, Kenji Kamimoto4,5,6,
Ira Espuny-Camacho1,2#, Andrea Faedo1,2**, Federica Gervasoni2,7§, Romina Vuono3††,
Samantha A. Morris4,5,6, Jian Chen8, Dan Felsenfeld8, Giulio Pavesi1, Roger A. Barker3,
Massimiliano Pagani2,7§*, Elena Cattaneo1,2*

Deciphering how the human striatum develops is necessary for understanding the diseases that affect
this region. To decode the transcriptional modules that regulate this structure during development, we
compiled a catalog of 1116 long intergenic noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs) identified de novo and then profiled
96,789 single cells from the early human fetal striatum. We found that D1 and D2 medium spiny neurons
(D1- and D2-MSNs) arise from a common progenitor and that lineage commitment is established during the
postmitotic transition, across a pre-MSN phase that exhibits a continuous spectrum of fate determinants.
We then uncovered cell type–specific gene regulatory networks that we validated through in silico
perturbation. Finally, we identified human-specific lincRNAs that contribute to the phylogenetic divergence of
this structure in humans. This work delineates the cellular hierarchies governing MSN lineage commitment.

T
he striatum, a subcortical structure made
up of the caudate nucleus and putamen,
is important in motor control and learn-
ing, procedural behavior, cognition, and
emotional and motivational responses.

Many of these functions are associated with
uniquely human abilities including the devel-
opment of speech and language (1). In adults,
the striatum is primarily composed ofmedium
spiny neurons (MSNs) carrying either D1-type
or D2-type dopamine receptors interspersed
with aspiny interneurons (2). This organiza-
tion does not appear to vary among species (3).
However, this apparent homogeneity in cellular
composition masks functional complexity of
human-specific striatal circuits.

During development,MSNs are derived from
progenitors in the lateral ganglionic eminence
(LGE) of the telencephalon (4). Most studies of
this area have concentrated on rodent models
and the coding signature of limited cell types.
LongnoncodingRNAs (lncRNAs) have ahigher
tissue specificity than mRNAs (5) and a diver-
sity that correlatesmore closelywith brain com-
plexity than protein-coding genes (6). LncRNAs
may, therefore, better discriminate cell states
during striatal development in humans.
In this study, we first conducted bulk RNA-

seq to identify novel long intergenic noncoding
RNAs (lincRNAs) expressed in the developing
human LGE that we then leveraged to define
the spatial coding and noncoding map for this
area that discriminates it from the surround-
ing neocortex (CX) and medial ganglionic
eminence (MGE).We then performed single-
cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) to characterize cell
diversity in the LGE, identify LGE-specific
coding and noncoding cell states, define cell
type–specific gene regulatory networks and
decipher pivotal bifurcation points in the for-
mation of humanMSNs. Finally, we performed
in silico perturbations by knocking out and
overexpressing key transcription factors (TFs)
of the MSN lineage, together with immuno-
histochemistry and fluorescence in situ hybrid-
ization (FISH) analysis to validate our findings.

lincRNA discovery and scRNA-seq profiling of
the human LGE

To identify unannotated putative lincRNAs
expressed during human striatal development,
we dissected the CX, LGE, and MGE from
human embryos between 7 and 20 post-

conceptional weeks (pcw), with at least two
or three biological replicates for each devel-
opmental stage (table S1). We then profiled
by RNA-seq the transcriptome of each area
(Fig. 1A) and set up a computational pipeline
(fig. S1A) to create a corresponding catalog
of lincRNAs (fig. S1, B to E). Because our bulk
RNA-seq protocol was unstranded, and be-
cause genic lncRNAs are difficult to correctly
predict without strand information discriminat-
ing them from overlapping genes, we decided to
include only a reliable set of intergenic lncRNAs
(lincRNAs). To better understand the relation-
ship between lincRNAs identified in other
tissues and our newly identified lincRNAs,
we integrated two catalogs derived from dif-
ferent human tissues and cell types (7, 8), plus
a lincRNA catalog of the developing human
CX (9), into this study.
We detected 1116 novel lincRNA loci (Fig. 1B

and table S2), among which the highest num-
ber was found in the developing LGE and the
lowest in the CX (fig. S1F), probably because of
the greater extent of data available from the
CX. We found that lincRNAs had an average
of 2.27 exons; this was also the case for all
lincRNA catalogs integrated into this study,
with the exception of the FANTOM catalog,
which used CAGE-seq instead of classic RNA-
seq and showed fewer exons (fig. S1G). For each
sampled pcw, we then defined a signature of
protein-coding genes and lincRNAs that were
uniquely expressed in either the LGE, theCX, or
the MGE (Fig. 1C, fig. S2A, and table S3). Gene
Ontology (GO) analysis in the LGE between 7
and 11 pcw revealed an enrichment for terms
related to neural differentiation and to forebrain
and subpalliumdevelopment (fig. S2B and table
S4), whereas at 20 pcw this changed to regula-
tion of synaptic plasticity and neurotransmitter
secretion, reflecting the more mature state of
the 20-pcw striatum (fig. S2C and table S4).
Pathway enrichment analysis (IPA, Ingenu-

ity Systems) revealed huntingtin (HTT) as the
most significant upstream regulator (P < 0.001)
of the LGE at all time points considered (Fig.
1D, fig. S2D, and table S5). This suggests that
HTT may have an important role in human
striatal development.
To explore how these protein-coding genes

and lincRNAs define specific cell states during
development of the human striatum, we sur-
veyed 96,789 high-quality single cells from the
LGE between 7 and 11 pcw (Fig. 1A and table
S1). We were able to discriminate 15 clusters
and their transcriptional signatures (Fig. 1E and
table S6) that were then classified according to
canonical markers (Fig. 1F). Biological replicates
were well distributed in each detected cluster
(fig. S3A), and all time points considered be-
tween 7 and 11 pcwcovered the identified clusters
(fig. S3, B andC), indicating that during this stage
of early development the same cell types are
present. Both D1- and D2-MSN subtypes were
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present in all time points considered (fig. S3C)
and were characterized by known markers
such as ISL1 in D1-MSNs and SIX3 in D2-MSNs
(Fig. 1F and fig. S4, A to C).
GO analysis revealed that apical progenitors

(APs) are associated with terms such as cell
adhesion and glial cell differentiation, mir-
roring the proliferating nature of this cell
type. Basal progenitors (BPs) express genes
related to mRNA splicing, RNA binding, and

forebrain development, which suggests that
a posttranscriptional control network co-
ordinates and primes these cells for their final
cell division and fate acquisition. Genes identi-
fied in the pre-MSN phase are enriched in GO
terms linked to nervous system development
and axon guidance, whereasD1- andD2-MSNs
show a more mature gene signature linked
to synapse organization and chemical synaptic
transmission (fig. S4D and table S7).

Marginally contaminating populations of
cells included NKX2.1-, LHX6-, and LHX8-
expressingMGE interneurons, migrating inter-
neurons, ventral neocortical cells, ventral caudal
ganglionic eminence (CGE) cells, and endothe-
lial cells (fig. S5, A to C). By subclustering the
migrating interneurons, wewere able to observe
dorsal LGE (dLGE) interneurons expressing SP8
and COUP-TFII (NR2F2) together with PAX6;
we also observed MGE migrating interneurons
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Fig. 1. The coding and noncod-
ing transcriptional landscape of
the developing human striatum.
(A) Schematic representation
of the experimental design. CX,
neocortex; LGE, lateral ganglionic
eminence; MGE, medial ganglionic
eminence; pcw, post-conceptional
weeks; A, anterior; P, posterior.
(B) Circular plot showing the
genomic location of 1116 novel
lincRNAs. Outer ring, chromosomes;
inner ring, loci of newly identified
lincRNAs. (C) Bubblematrix showing
the number of uniquely expressed
protein-coding genes and lincRNAs
per area and per pcw from bulk
RNA-seq data. (D) Upstream
regulators of the bulk LGE-specific
signature between 7 and 11 pcw.
(E) t-SNE (t-distributed stochastic
neighbor embedding) plot of
96,789 single cells from the LGE
between 7 and 11 pcw, color-coded
by cell type. AP, apical progenitors;
BP, basal progenitors; pre-MSNs,
precursor medium spiny
neurons; D1-MSNs imm., immature
D1 medium spiny neurons; D1-MSNs
mat., mature D1 medium spiny
neurons; D2-MSNs, D2 medium
spiny neurons; MGE int., MGE
interneurons; Migr. int., migrating
interneurons; v.CGE int., ventral
caudal ganglionic eminence
interneurons; v.Cx, ventral neo-
cortical neurons; Endo., endothelial
cells. (F) Gene expression levels
of markers for early progenitors
(GSX2), intermediate progenitors
(ASCL1), neurons (DCX), GABAergic
neurons (GAD2), LGE-lineage cells
(MEIS2), general MSNs (FOXP1),
D1-MSNs (ISL1), and D2-MSNs
(SIX3). (G) Boxplot showing
distribution of maximal normalized
expression of lincRNAs from
different catalogs in bulk and single-
cell data. *P < 2 × 10–16 (pairwise comparisons: Liu (lincRNA catalog of the developing CX) versus FANTOM (lincRNA catalog of different adult tissues and cell types), Cabili
(lincRNA catalog of different adult tissues and cell types), and annotated lincRNAs; HFB (human fetal brain; catalog of lincRNAs identified de novo in this study) versus FANTOM,
Cabili, and annotated lincRNAs; Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni correction). Boxplots show the first, second, and third quartiles. Lines summarize values within 1.5 times the
first and third interquartile ranges. Points beyond the whiskers are outliers. (H) Gene expression levels of highly specific lincRNAs identified de novo in this study.
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expressing NXK2.1 and LHX6 that were pre-
sumably passing through the subventricular
zone (SVZ) of the LGE at this developmental
stage (because the same population did not
express LHX8) (fig. S5, C and D). As expected,
ERBB4 was found in both types of migrating
interneurons (fig. S5D). The findings that these
two populations cluster together despite their
different sites of origin and that subclustering
was required to reveal their diversity suggest
that their interneuron migratory class signa-
ture is stronger than their lineage of origin
signature. We did not observe any markers
of oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, or microglia,
indicating that these cells appear later in nor-

mal human striatal development, and found
no evidence of corridor cells that have prob-
ably migrated to the globus pallidus by 7 pcw
in humans.
As previously reported (7), in our study bulk

expression levels of lincRNAs are lower than
those of protein-coding genes, and our single-
cell data also show differential expression for
these two biotypes (fig. S5E). However, when
comparing the different catalogs, we observed
that lincRNAs identified in the developing
human CX (9) and those identified in this
study (HFB) displayed higher transcript levels,
both in bulk and single-cell data, relative to
lincRNAs identified in different adult tissues

(Fig. 1G). This suggests that these lincRNAs
are associated with the development of the
human telencephalon. Overall, lincRNAs are
more specific than protein-coding genes both
in bulk and single-cell measurements (fig. S5F).
We found that these lincRNAs characterize
different cell states of the LGE lineage; for
example, the lincRNA hfb_G_000907 is associ-
ated with APs, whereas hfb_G_000258 char-
acterizes pre-MSNs and D2-MSNs (Fig. 1H).

MSN differentiation passes through a
pre-MSN cell state

To infer how fate decisions occur, we defined
the cell trajectories that give rise to MSNs
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Fig. 2. Maturation and differen-
tiation trajectory of MSNs.
(A) Velocity estimates projected
onto a two-dimensional t-SNE plot
of the LGE dataset. Arrowheads in
the pre-MSN cluster are colored
according to commitment to
either the D1 (purple) or D2 (cyan)
MSN fate. (B) Boxplot showing
splicing kinetics of lincRNAs and
protein-coding genes. *P < 0.05
(Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni
correction). (C) t-SNE plot
showing velocities of each gene.
Positive velocities (dark green) indi-
cate that a gene is up-regulated,
which occurs for cells that show
higher abundance of unspliced
mRNA for that gene than expected.
(D) Subclusters within the pre-
MSN cluster and the velocity
vector fields, together with
expression levels of canonical
D1-MSN (top row) and D2-MSN
(bottom row) markers. (E to G)
Single-cell (E) and bulk (F)
expression levels, together with
single-cell expression levels (cells
are colored according to Louvain
cluster) plotted against pseudo-
time (G), of the pre-MSN specific
marker OCT6 (POU3F1). (H) t-SNE
plot showing cells coexpressing
OCT6/ISL1 and OCT6/SIX3 with
different thresholds of gene
expression (coexpressing cells are
shown in yellow). (I) OCT6, ISL1,
and CTIP2 staining of a telence-
phalic coronal hemisection at
9 pcw. IC, internal capsule. Scale bar,
100 mm. (J and K) Magnification
(40×) of the SVZ and IC sections
marked in (I). (L) Automatic quan-
tification of the percentage of cells
positive for OCT6, ISL1, and CTIP2 with the NIS software on confocal images at 40× magnification. N = 3 to 6 fields for each zone: VZ, SVZ, IC, and MZ from two or three
coronal slices of one fetus; two or three z stacks of each field are pre-mediated. Statistics were performed with Prism: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001
(one-way analysis of variance, Bonferroni posttest).
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using velocyto (10, 11). The velocity field map
(Fig. 2A) reflects the dynamics of MSN dif-
ferentiation as these cells transition fromAPs
to D1- and D2-MSNs, passing through a pre-
MSN phase. This model shows that in the
pre-MSN phase, there is already a separation
between the D1 and D2 states (Fig. 2A). We
found that lincRNAs display reduced splicing
kinetics relative to protein-coding genes
(Fig. 2B), reflecting their inefficient splicing
(12). However, within the putative driver genes
(table S8), we identified a number of lincRNAs
that may guide MSN differentiation. These
includehfb_G_000259,which showspronounced
velocities in BPs, pre-MSNs, and D2-MSNs, and
hfb_G_000707, which contributes to the D1-MSN
transition (Fig. 2C).
Overall, our data suggest that the same

progenitors give rise to both D1- and D2-
MSNs. Subclustering the AP and BP groups
confirmed the absence of lineage commitment
at these stages (fig. S6, A and B). This was
further proved by calculating the connectivity
between each cluster of the LGE lineage by
means of partition-based graph abstraction
(PAGA), which showed that progenitors are
highly interconnected and converge to give
rise toD1- andD2-MSNs through the pre-MSN
phase (fig. S6C). To explore the potential tem-
poral relationships between cell states in the
LGE lineage, we used a measure of graph dis-
tance (diffusion pseudotime, DPT) (fig. S6, D
and E). We observed that cell states and DPT
recapitulate known temporal dynamics of neu-
ral maturation, with mitotic APs of the ven-
tricular zone (VZ) having the lowest DPT score
and mitotic BPs of the SVZ having an inter-
mediate DPT score (fig. S6E). These findings
suggest that the latter cells represent a more
mature progenitor state, as reflected by the ex-
pression of HES6, which is found in cells com-
mitting to neural differentiation.
Pre-MSNs together with D1- and D2-MSNs

were classified as postmitotic (fig. S6F) and
showed the highest DPT score, which peaked
in cells classified as mature D1-MSNs (fig. S6E).
This cell populationwas the only one to express
themoremature neuronal cytoskeletonmarker
neurofilament-M (NEFM) (fig. S6G), and most
cells of this cluster are found at the most ad-
vanced pcw analyzed (fig. S3C). This temporal
signature was confirmed using FISH (fig. S6H).
Finally, at the cluster level, we found that splic-
ing kinetics and differentiation accelerates sub-
stantially after cell cycle exit (especially in
pre-MSNs and D2 neurons), maintaining pace
during D2 production but slowing down
during D1 production (fig. S6I). This finding
is consistent with a model in which immature
differentiating cells (D2-MSNs) are less tran-
scriptionally stable and reveal greater splicing
dynamics than terminally differentiated cells
(D1-MSNs) (13). Overall, these findings suggest
that both MSN subtypes are present at this

early stage of development but that D1-MSNs
mature and reach equilibrium at a faster rate
than D2-MSNs.
We then focused on pre-MSNs because this

cell state escaped previous identification. Sub-
clustering of pre-MSNs revealed that these
cells exhibit either a D1- or D2-MSN blueprint
with enrichment of cell-specific markers of
each subtype (Fig. 2D). Although subclustering
revealed two discrete cell states, markers such
as SIX3, SP9, and ISL1 showed a gradient of
opposing expression, with bothmarkers found
in both subclusters at different expression
levels.We therefore tested different thresholds
of SIX3 and ISL1 coexpression in the entire
LGE lineage to test how the transcripts behaved
throughout differentiation. We found that
high levels of SIX3 and low levels of ISL1 are
present in theD2-MSN lineage at the pre-MSN
stage, and that coexpression is lost at terminal
D2-MSN fates (fig. S7A). The opposite trend
was seen for high ISL1 and low SIX3 in the D1
MSN lineage (fig. S7A). High levels of both
transcripts were instead found in a very small
percentage of cells (~7%), and this was also
reflected at the protein level (fig. S4, B and C).
This suggests that the pre-MSN phase spans a
transcriptional continuum rather than being a
discrete cell state.
We then identified OCT6 (POU3F1), a mem-

ber of the POU-III subfamily, as a specific
marker of this pre-MSN cell state (Fig. 2E),
as well as being LGE-specific (Fig. 2F) and
exhibiting transient expression (Fig. 2G). When
looking at its expression at the pre-MSN stage,
we also found that this gene is more enriched
in pre-D1 MSNs and appears to follow an
expression gradient (fig. S7B). Examining co-
expression levels of this transcript with candi-
date D1- and D2-MSN markers, we observed
that low levels of OCT6-ISL1 characterize the
D1 lineage, whereas high levels define the pre-
D1 state (Fig. 2H). Low levels of OCT6-SIX3
were also found in D2-MSNs; however, very
few positive cells were foundwith high expres-
sion of both markers (Fig. 2H). To confirm
these findings, we performed systematic immu-
nohistochemistry analysis of these markers at
9 pcw. We observed specific OCT6 staining in
the SVZ of the LGE (Fig. 2, I to K), with none
in the CX, MGE, and CGE (fig. S7C). We also
found that OCT6-positive cells are postmitotic
neurons, as only 2% are double-positive for the
BP marker ASCL1 (fig. S7, D to G) and more
than 80% of OCT6 cells do not express the
proliferative marker Ki67 in the SVZ (fig. S7,
H and I). Forty percent of OCT6 cells were
positive for ISL1, and they were all negative
for CTIP2, a marker of mature MSNs, showing
thatOCT6 is a key gene of pre–D1-MSNs in the
SVZ (Fig. 2, J to L). For pre-D2MSNs, we found
~10% of OCT6 and SIX3–coexpressing cells in
the SVZ (fig. S8, A to D). This suggests that
the low OCT6 expression level characterizing

this cell state translates into only a few cells
detectable by immunohistochemistry. This
low-to-high gradient is also observed with
immunohistochemistry, where SIX3 cells were
enriched dorsally and faded moving ventrally,
whereas OCT6 showed a reverse ventral-to-
dorsal enrichment (fig. S8A). These patterns
of OCT6-ISL1 and OCT6-SIX3 coexpression
in the SVZwere also confirmed at 11 pcw (fig.
S8, E to H). To confirm the pre-D2 state, we
looked at how ASCL1, SIX3, and CTIP2 behave
in the SVZ (fig. S8I).We found thatmost of the
SIX3-expressing cells in the SVZ lack expres-
sion of both ASCL1 and CTIP2 (fig. S8, J to L),
confirming the presence of the pre-D2 state
in the SVZ.
Our findings support a model in which D1-

and D2-MSNs derive from a common pro-
genitor; cells become postmitotic as they pass
through a primed precursor phase that exhibits
heterogeneity in the expression of key MSN
regulators, and specific subtypes of MSNs are
gradually established. If this model is correct,
fate determination in MSNs does not occur as
an instantaneous shift in cell fate, but rather
is a smooth and continuous process that falls
within two gradients of expression.

Gene regulatory networks of the MSN lineage

The human LGE domain has been the most
elusive area of the basal ganglia to character-
ize. To bridge this gap, we applied SCENIC
(14) to our scRNA-seq data and reconstructed
the gene regulatory networks and combina-
torial codes of TFs that define the different cell
states in this domain (Fig. 3A and table S9).
Overall, gene regulatory network analysis re-
vealed that distinct regulons classify different
axes of MSN development, with D1- and D2-
MSNs sharing most of the active TFs (Fig.
3B). We found a number of TFs that were not
previously associated with LGE development.
These include OTX1 for APs, VAX1 for BPs,
POU2F2 for both types of MSNs, NANOG in
D2-MSNs, and FOXO1 for D1-MSNs.
We then used SCENIC coexpression networks

to infer potential relationships between our de
novo identified lincRNAs and our cell type–
specific TFs (fig. S9A and table S10), because it
has been shown that lincRNA loci contain
many conserved TF binding sites (12), hence
their relationship may be functionally rele-
vant. We found that hfb_G_000907, a specific
lincRNA of APs, is strongly linked to SOX genes,
and that hfg_G_000296, another lincRNA
specific for APs, shows a high connection with
a PDZ-LIM domain family protein called
PDLIM5. The BP lincRNA hfb_G_00882 shows
a correlation with RARA, an important media-
tor of retinoid signaling. For MSNs, we found
common lincRNAs between D1- and D2-MSN
subtypes that are in the same network with
universal MSN signatures such as ZNF467 and
POU2F2. hfb_G_000494, a D1-MSN–specific
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lincRNA, shows a connection with SOX8 and
IKZF1, two players of theD1-MSN class, where-
as many of the D2-MSN–specific lincRNAs
are linked to SP9 andMAFB. Overall, these
observations reveal insights into how this panel
of lincRNAs can be regulated.

LGE and MGE progenitors are
transcriptionally distinct

Given the limited information available on
APs of the LGE, we then focused our attention
on this particular progenitor domain. We
found that SOX3 and TCF7L1 (both inhib-
itors of posteriorizingWNT signals) together
with SOX9 (which is induced by SHH signal-
ing) are active TFs that may ventralize and
maintain this early progenitor phase (Fig. 4A).
Other TFs of this progenitor domain include
OTX1, which has been predominantly asso-
ciated with the CX, and CREB5, which has a
role in neural progenitor differentiation. These
regulators are interlinked by shared target
genes and are likely important for the control
of cell fate decisions within the AP domain.
The TCF7L1 network does not share target
genes with the other TFs; however, it does
regulate genes such asNKX2.1 andOTX2 that
play a role in maintaining a regional ventral
identity (Fig. 4A).
We then investigated whether transcription-

al diversity exists at early developmental stages
between APs of the LGE and MGE. We com-
bined our set of LGE-specificmarker genes (that

are not expressed in the CX and MGE) iden-
tified in the bulk dataset with the signatures of
the different cell states identified in the scRNA-
seq dataset (Fig. 4B). We identified 199 genes
that are LGE- and cell state–specific (Fig. 4Band
table S11); within these, 31 were specific for APs
of the LGE, and for two of these candidates—
the TF gene SALL3 and its topologically adja-
centLINC01896 (Fig. 4, C andD)—weconfirmed
by FISH that they are expressed in APs of the
LGE (and CGE) and not in the MGE (Fig. 4E
and fig. S10, A to D). Our results propose a
model where the neuronal fate of APs in the VZ
of the developing striatum is already restricted
by a specific topographical and transcriptional
program that subsequently drives LGE-specific
(versus MGE-specific) cell fates.

Gene network interference reveals key MSN
fate determinants

Within the striatum, D1- and D2-MSNs con-
tribute to the direct and indirect pathways,
respectively (15). We found that both types of
MSNs are shaped by a shared set of gene
regulatory networks governed by specific MSN
“master” TFs (Fig. 5A and fig. S11, A and B).
To validate these observations and predict
their role in cell lineage determination,we used
CellOracle (16) to perturb, in silico, these key
TFs and their gene regulatory networks. We
tested CellOracle on SP9, a functionally vali-
dated gene inMSN fate determination (17). We
observed that SP9 knockout causes a block in

BP differentiation, together with a specific ar-
rest in D2-MSN generation, resulting in a shift
toward D1-MSN fates (fig. S11C). When we
tested SP9 overexpression, the opposite trend
was observed, with a D1- to D2-MSN shift (fig.
S11C). This recapitulates what is known about
SP9 during striatal development (17) and con-
firms the ability of CellOracle to identify
functional TFs. We then tested ZNF467, a zinc
finger protein whose function has not yet been
characterized in any tissue. We found that its
knockout halts MSN differentiation at the pro-
genitor stage, whereas it promotes MSN speci-
fication when overexpressed (Fig. 5B). This
suggests that ZNF467 may be an important
TF for the entire MSN lineage. We then tested
OCT6 and found that knockout of this gene
causes an inhibition of the pre-MSN phase,
with cells reverting back to progenitor domains
and also a stimulation of the transition from
pre-MSN to mature MSN states (Fig. 5C). This
is in line with the transient nature of OCT6
expression andmay reflect the result of remov-
ing this gene at different stages of differenti-
ation. Overexpressing OCT6 has the opposite
effect, as it stalls differentiation in the pre-
MSN phase (Fig. 5C). These data confirm the
probable function of this gene in the pre-MSN
phase, especially in pre-D1 MSNs because we
detect OCT6 protein translation mainly in the
D1 lineage (Fig. 2, I to L).
We then tested key TFs that may drive the

D1-D2 MSN bifurcation point. We found that
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Fig. 3. The cell-specific gene
regulatory networks of the LGE
lineage. (A) Schematic overview
of the SCENIC computational
approach used to infer cell type–
specific gene regulatory networks.
(B) SCENIC regulon activity matrix
showing the top active
transcription factors in each cell
class. For each cell type, specific
transcription factors and their
associated motif and expression
patterns are shown in t-SNE plots.
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IKZF1, an essential gene in the generation of
D2-MSNs in mice (18), is instead associated
to D1-MSNs in humans and therefore may
have an opposing role during human devel-
opment. Perturbation of this gene caused a
specific obstruction in D1-MSN maturation,

whereas its overexpression led to increased D1
production (Fig. 5D). Finally, we testedMAFB,
a specific TF of the D2 lineage that has pre-
viously been associated with the survival of
MGE-derived cortical interneurons (19). Knock-
out of MAFB causes an arrest in BP differen-

tiation and an interruption in D2 production
that shifts to the D1 lineage (Fig. 5E), mimicking
what is seen with SP9 knockout. Instead, over-
expression ofMAFB triggers BPmaturation and
conversion from D1- to D2-MSNs as well as
promoting conversion from pre-MSNs to inter-
neurons (Fig. 5E), supporting the role of this
gene in promoting this cell class.
Because most studies in humans have

generated a generalMSN-specific or a D1-MSN–
specific signature (20), we next decided to
characterize a highly specific D2-MSN signa-
ture. From our combined bulk and scRNA-seq
data (Fig. 4B), we defined 13 specific LGE and
D2-MSN genes (table S11). Among them, we
validated LINC01305 and KCNA5 (fig. S12A),
which are specific for the mantle zone (MZ)
of the LGE and are not found in the MGE or
CGE (fig. S12, B to E).
Finally, to reveal different populationswithin

each major class of MSNs, we performed sub-
clustering of the two classes of MSNs. This
revealed two subclusters in both D1- and D2-
MSNs (Fig. 5F), and we tested whether these
subclusters were already specified in the patch
compartment, one of the two major areas (the
other being the matrix) that characterize the
organization of the striatum, which is formed
during early development in mouse models
(21). A previous single-cell study on postnatal
mouse striatal cells (22) showed that Pdyn and
Tshz1 are specific patchmarkers. Here, we found
that one of the clusters in the D1 population
expresses PDYN and low levels of TSHZ1,
whereas in D2-MSNs the opposite trend is ob-
served (Fig. 5F). This suggests that in humans
these twomarkersdefineMSN lineage–specified
patch cells. PDYN expression in the MZ con-
firms that this organization is present at 9 pcw
(Fig. 5G). Overall, our data suggest that
human MSNs are already compartmentalized
in subtype-specific patch regions at this stage
of early development.

Human-specific lincRNAs show
striatal specificity

We then decided to investigate how lincRNAs
define striatal evolution and development.
Using liftOver (23) and TransMap (24), we
identified lincRNAs that map across different
species, have conserved sequence identity, and
are also expressed in the other species con-
sidered (Fig. 6A).
Conservation scores showed that lincRNAs

identified in the brain exhibit a higher score
in primates than in mice, which suggests that
they are less conserved in lowermammals (Fig.
6B). However, in all the species considered,
conservation scores increased for lincRNAs
expressed in the adult brain relative to the
developing brain (Fig. 6B). This suggests that
the transcriptional complexity of the primate
brain, in terms of lincRNAs, is mainly estab-
lished during fetal development and that in the
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adult brain this biotype probably possessesmore
conserved functions among different species.
We further explored two human-specific

lincRNAs that were not conserved in the other
species considered and that were explicitly
expressed in MSNs of the developing human
LGE (Fig. 6, C and D). We initially used a guilt-
by-association approach (25) to investigate the
potential function of protein-coding genes
that highly correlate with this set of lincRNAs,
in order to predict the latter’s potential role in

MSN specification. We inferred that the MSN-
specific lincRNA hfb_G_000053 could be
involved in brain development and neuronal
differentiation (Fig. 6E and table S12) and
that the mature D1-MSN–specific lincRNA
hfb_G_000494 could function in synaptic
organization (Fig. 6F and table S12). When
we validated these unannotated lincRNAs by
reverse transcription polymerase chain reac-
tion and FISH, we found a specific enrichment
of these lincRNAs in the MZ of the developing

human striatum relative to the MGE and CGE
(Fig. 6, G and H, and fig. S13, A to E).
These findings suggest that these two lincRNAs

have a role in the development of humanMSNs
and may provide insight into how the striatal
architecture has evolved to accommodate the
expanded human behavioral repertoire.

Discussion

Recent studies of the developing human fetal
brain have been crucial in efforts to decipher
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Fig. 5. In silico perturbation of
MSN-specific gene regulatory
networks. (A) Shared active reg-
ulons that define D1- and D2-
MSNs. (B to E) CellOracle
simulation of knockout and over-
expression of the two key MSN
markers ZNF467 (B) and OCT6
(C); IKZF1, a D1-MSN–specific
transcription factor (D); and
MAFB, a D2-MSN–specific
transcription factor (E). The effect
of the perturbation is shown with
projections of cell state transition
vectors on each cell’s t-SNE plot.
Yellow arrows were manually
added to represent overall direc-
tionality. (F) Subclusters of D1-
and D2-MSNs, together with
expression levels of two specific
patch markers (PDYN and TSHZ1)
and canonical D1 (ISL1) and D2
(SIX3) MSN markers. (G) FISH
validation of PDYN on a telence-
phalic coronal hemisection shows
exclusive expression in the MZ at
9 pcw. Left panel, DAPI signal.
Scale bar, 500 mm. Right panel,
probe signal. Scale bar, 200 mm.
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the basis of human brain formation, function,
and evolution (26–29). In this study, we created
a high-resolution single-cell map of the early
development of the human striatum from a
coding and long noncoding perspective. This
atlas will pave the way for future integrations
with chromatin accessibility data and single-
cell proteomics data thatwill help to resolve the
relationship among gene regulation, transcrip-
tion, and protein production during lineage
determination in MSNs, especially at the pre-
MSN phase identified in this study.
The main limitation of this work is the

high degree of sparsity of the single-cell data.
Future protocols with increased sensitivity of
RNA detection may reveal new and rare cell
types and will probably enable a clearer sepa-
ration of the pre-MSN phase. This study was

also limited by the restricted time window
(early fetal development) and brain region
(LGE) examined. Studies of both earlier and
later developmental time points combined
with single-cell measurements of the CX, MGE,
and CGE will enhance our understanding of
lineage establishment and diversification.
Nonetheless, this study has set the founda-

tion for understanding human striatal devel-
opment at unprecedented granularity. We
foresee that key TFs and lincRNAs defined
in this study will be leveraged in vitro to
generate authentic MSNs that can serve as
suitable donor preparations for future clin-
ical trials in cell replacement therapies. This
dataset will also be critical to understand the
neurodevelopmental component of Hunting-
ton’s disease (HD) during striatal develop-

ment, given the recent evidence of alterations
in normal cortical development in human HD
fetal samples (30). Finally, we also expect that
the newly identified human-specific lincRNAs
will enable us to understand the underpinnings
that characterize human striatum function.
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